Multidisciplinary Approaches to 
Psychedelic Scholarship (MAPS)

IN ADDITION TO THE PROFESSIONAL CAREER OPPORTUNITIES in the biological sciences that Dave Nichols, Ph.D. described in the MAPS Bulletin of Autumn 1997, students who want to study psychedelics as part of their ongoing undergraduate and graduate programs have many other non-career possibilities open to them. For seventeen years I have taught “Psychedelic Mindview” at Northern Illinois University as a special topics course in educational psychology (Riedlinger, 1988; Roberts, 1988a, 1988b), have supervised independent studies, and consulted for students’ term papers and in-class presentations for other classes.

A dissertation I chaired year before last in Educational Psychology exemplifies nonbiological studies of psychedelics (Hruby, The Varieties of Mystical Experience, Spiritual Practices, and Psychedelic Drug Use Among College Students.) Complete citations of most resources in this article (as well as brief excerpts from them) can be found in Religion and PsychoactiveSacraments: An Entheogen Chrestomathy online at www.csp.org/chrestomathy. References which are not in the Chrestomathy are at the end of this article. A scan through the Chrestomathy reveals about two dozen dissertations on psychedelics which have something to say about their entheogenic uses; these portray the wide range of scholarly and scientific interest in psychedelics from philosophy and psychology through anthropology and literature. As a specialized scholarly resource, the Chrestomathy lists only items that have to do with the religious uses of psychoactive plants and chemicals—entheogens, so it’s selective in its listing, omitting nonentheogenic psychedelic items.

Wide range of opportunities
Since psychedelic experiences are also important for the ideas they generate, there is an immense amount of scholarly work that is possible other than the design and testing of psychoactive drugs. To me, one of the most fascinating things about psychedelics is the fact that their influences range from art to zoology, from archeology to futures studies, from the neurosciences to religion. Because the human mind is used in all human intellectual activity—the arts, sciences, scholarship, and day-to-day living—a new understanding of our minds has implications for all these, and psychedelics offer a new (or renewed) view of our minds and new ways of using them (Grof, 1975, 1994). While independent studies, term papers and in-class presentations are not lifetime professional commitments, sometimes they do flavor a future career, and sometimes they develop into an area of specialization within other disciplines; the study of shamanism in anthropology and ethnobotany are examples.

You can obtain advanced degrees in a number of different fields and consider the implications of psychedelics for that field; for example, I am an educational psychologist who considers the implications of psychedelics in my professional activities on the development of the human mind. Similarly, professors in other fields may include psychedelics as part of their work, although they aren’t their major professional discipline. To students who want to earn advanced degrees with a psychedelic flavor, I recommend they attend the top-ranked graduate schools they can in their prospective fields. It is often the best schools which are most willing to take a flyer on new ideas, and in one’s future teaching and research it is helpful to have attended a top graduate program, especially if one has something unusual to say.

Options for undergrads
Undergraduates who are willing to take responsibility for their own education will find many opportunities. Most academic departments offer independent studies, directed reading courses, etc. Although supervising an independent study means extra work for professors, the joy of seeing a student who is excited about a topic usually more than offsets the extra load, and if the professor is also interested in psychedelics, he or she is likely to enjoy mentoring on this topic.

How do you go about finding a professor who might have the time and inclination to direct an independent study of psychedelics? Think of how your specific interest in psychedelics intersects with professors’ professional
interests. Psychotherapy, psychology or mental health? Art or music? Anthropology, sociology, or archeology? Philosophy or religion? If your interest is in creativity or the nature of the human mind, professors from several departments may be likely possibilities.

Remember: professors, like their students, have interests beyond their classes. Just because a professor teaches, say, modern French literature, that doesn't automatically mean she or he wouldn't welcome an independent study on psychedelics, and as a student you might be pleasantly surprised to learn about Le Club des Haschischins (Stafford, 1992) or Sartre's mescaline experiences (Riedlinger, 1982). If the professor you first ask is unable to direct your independent study, ask her if she knows of someone else who might be interested. Departmental secretaries, especially those who have been on the job for many years, can be helpful in suggesting faculty members.

Preparing for an independent study

Before you ask a professor to direct your independent study, it will help to have a specific idea of exactly what topic you want to study or what question(s) you want the independent study to answer. If you know of books and articles that you'd like to include, it's helpful to have a list of them. Like most professors, my first request for an independent study is to have the students write a short one-page or two-page outline of their goals for the independent study, what they expect to do, and how they will accomplish it. Since you'll run into unexpected publications and new ideas as you go along, it's best to make your plan a working, tentative plan that is revisable if both you and your professor agree.

Some professors will let you attend a conference on psychedelics as part of an independent study, too, provided you work it into your plan for the independent study before you attend it. They'll probably want you to critique some of the sessions, read some speakers' works before or after hearing them, or involve your mind some other way in the conference. They won't, however, be able to give you academic credit for doing anything illegal, so don't even bother mentioning it.

Finding resources

Where should you start to look for information on psychedelics? Readers of this article have already made a good start with the MAPS Bulletin. Next try the MAPS website and its links to other web resources. Among books, my favorite starting place is Psychedelic Drugs Reconsidered by Lester Grinspoon and James B. Bakalar. Thanks to the Lindesmith Center, the paperback edition of this book was republished in 1997; its annotated bibliography is splendid. To use the book efficiently, look up your topic in the index, go to the pages indicated, note the chapter number and topical subhead, then go back to the annotated bibliography, which is organized by chapter and topic. The annotations will fill you in on the research and speed up your decision on which sources to read. Peter Stafford's Psychedelics Encyclopedia (1992) is another wide-ranging collection of psychedelic gems.

Religion and Psychoactive Sacraments, whose URL was given above, contains bibliographic citations and short excerpts from some 400 books, dissertations, and topical issues of journals (no single articles). Because many books which are primarily on nonetheogenics say something of interest about entheogens—psychoactive plants and chemicals used in a religious context—you can use it to look up information on related topics besides religion. To use the Chrestomathy's internal search program most efficiently, use a "stem" followed by *.

For example, counsel* will pick up counselor, counselors, counseling, etc. Shaman locates 21 files, while shaman* brings up 44 because it picks up files which contain shamanism, shaman's, etc.

Using the library

Most libraries also have a collection of indexes and abstracts on CDs, such as Psyclit, Sociofile, PAIS (Public Affairs Information Service), and MEDLINE. Because psychedelics cross categories, you'll probably want to use several CDs. University libraries will also subscribe to online research services, varying from library to library. I like Current Contents, which indexes over 7500 journals and is published weekly. It's usually handy to search several words, e.g., psychedelic and hallucinogen. Don't be shy about asking reference librarians for help; that's what they're there for.

So much for broad scope psychedelic references. Here are some of my personal favorites by discipline. For out-of-print books or books not in your library, ask about interlibrary loan.

Anthropology

There's so much here it's hard to select even a few. Try searching shaman* in the Chrestomathy.


La Barre, Weston. (1989). The Peyote Cult. In each edition La Barre updates the extensive references, so go for the most recent, fifth edition.


Archaeology

Arts


Biology, Biochemistry, Botany
Dave Nichols' article covered the possibilities here for a professional career in biochemistry and the neurosciences, and as he suggested, MEDLINE is the primary source.


History


Law

*The Entheogen Law Reporter*. P.O. Box 73481, Davis, CA. 95617.


Literature and Language
Graves, Robert. Each of his four books listed contains insights into entheogens; although, none of the books is wholly about them.


Politics and Public Policy
The best way to keep up with this vast and fast-changing field is by the Internet and current journals. Most sources combine all drugs into one category, not distinguishing their entheogenic uses from other uses.

Drug Policy Foundation. www.dpf.org/html/links.html. (Includes both governmental and nongovernmental links.)
Lindesmith Center. www.lindesmith.org/

Psychology and Psychotherapy

Religion

Sociology and Popular Culture
Blum, Richard, & Associates. All of his listed works.


Women's Studies


Focusing on a subject

The writings above and their references, the websites and their links, and the CDs and their resources will lead you along the paths of psychedelic scholarship. I have found, and I expect you will, that some topic will fascinate you and focus your attention. By following this you may find that you become so enamored with your topic, say, Grof's BPMs, that it occupies your mind so that eventually you find yourself habitually interpreting your experiences, the TV and movies you see, or your daily life in a BPM world. Such concentration is necessary for full involvement in an idea, and extreme, dedicated interest is the parent of specialized scholarly progress.

At the same time, addiction to one lens for interpreting the world can distort reality and blind one to other information. Psychedelics are but one group of psychotechnologies for exploring our minds' abilities to produce and use many mindbody states—meditation, the martial arts, sensory overload and sensory deprivation, physical routines, etc.—so psychedelics should be seen in a wider mindbody context.

The larger context

Perhaps the easiest error that grows from any fascinating area is failing to see that one's favorite ideas (Should I call them "addictive ideas"?) exist in a larger context. While the strengths of specialization include following an idea wherever it leads and aiding its full fluorescence, specialization's dangers are losing track of the larger cultural network, omitting the embedding civilization, and forgetting the wider intellectual context.

My own path in studying consists of being fascinated with a specific topic for several years—Maslow's needs hierarchy, Grof's map of the human mind, entheogens—then expanding through those specific doors to larger realms, transpersonal psychology, the multitate mind, and the mystical roots of religion. A question I find handy to ask myself is, "This specific thing is one example of what larger group of similar items?"

Ken Wilber's four-quadrant approach to knowledge (1997) is a good reminder not to become stuck in any specific approach—psychedelic or nonpsychedelic; we need to include both our subjective experience and objective scientific information, to include broad scale culture and groups, communities, or collectives of similar things. From a more inclusive perspective, Wilber sees the study of nonordinary states of consciousness (including psychedelics but not limited to them) as one of a dozen schools of consciousness research and theory (1997).

Perhaps Jack Kornfield's advice for meditators is both the most common-sensical and the rarest for psychedelists, too:

Meditation: Reflecting On Your Attitude Toward Altered States

What is your relationship to unusual and altered states in meditation [psychedelics]? As you read about these experiences, notice which ones touch you, notice where you are attracted or what reminds you of past experiences. How do you meet such experiences when they arise? Are you attached and proud of them? Do you keep trying to repeat them as a mark of your progress or success? Have you gotten stuck trying to make them return over and over again? How much wisdom have you brought to them? Are they a source of entanglement or a source of freedom for you? Do you sense them as beneficial and healing, or do you find frightening? Just as you can misuse these states through attachment, you can also misuse them by avoiding them and trying to stop them. If this is the case, how could your meditation deepen if you opened to them? Let yourself sense the gifts they can bring, gifts of inspiration, new perspectives, insight, healing, or extraordinary faith. Be aware of what perspective and teaching you follow, for guidance in these matters. If you feel a wise perspective is lacking, where could you find it? How could you best honor these realms and use them for your benefit? (1993, page 134)*
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